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Some of these write-ups are going to have quicker analysis than usual unless I feel I need to delve deeper. Merry Christmas, Kwanza, Festivus, and all that. 

TIER PLAYER OPP O/U SPREAD UPSIDE CB MATCHUP FUNNEL NOTES

1 Davante Adams TEN 56 -3.5 YES
MALCOLM 

BUTLER
PASS

Adams had one of his few low scoring games last week; hopefully, you made it out of Week 15 unscathed, I indeed didn't. Adams should return to WR1 status with upside in 
a possible high scoring game with the Titans, who are a pass funnel defense and rank 30th in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). MVS is a boom or bust fringe flex option 
that could score, but not worth the risk in your fantasy finals. Lazard is a sit as well. 

1 Tyreek Hill ATL 54 -10.5 YES Isaiah Oliver PASS
You are starting Hill as your bonafide WR1. He gets a plus matchup with the Falcons here and has upside. Watkins is a fringe-flex play that could get work, but he is behind 
Kelce and Hill for production. Robinson is a boom or bust fringe-flex play with a softer CB matchup, but probably not worth the risk of a fantasy finals play. Utilize him for 
one game DFS plays. Hardman always has a chance to score, as does any with Mahomes, but he is a sit. 

1 DeAndre Hopkins SF 49 -5 YES
Ahkello 

Witherspoon

If you had Hopkins last week, you probably are in the fantasy finals as he clobbered the CB-less Eagles (expectedly) for 9/169/1 and finished as the WR2. Hopkins is a WR1 
that I don't imagine you are sitting for the finals. I wouldn't expect a top-two finish since he will be guarded by a starting CB this time in Ahkello Witherspoon. I would be 
expecting more out of Kirk based on the Eagles limited backfield, but much ado about nothing. Kirk and Fitz (even though he scored) are sits for your fantasy finals. 

1 AJ Brown @GB 56 3.5 YES Kevin King
Brown will be facing off against a more challenging CBs in Jaire Alexander and Kevin King, but in a possible high scoring game, he is a shoo-in WR1 with upside. Davis may 
face off against Jaire more than Brown, but he is a consistent flex option weekly with opportunity in this game. His last six fantasy finishes are (30), (21), (45), (1), (85), (8). 
Davis is a viable flex this week. 

1 Calvin Ridley @KC 54 10.5 YES
Charvarius 

Ward
Ridley is a WR1 this week in a possible negative game script as 10 point dogs against the Chiefs. Start Ridley with confidence. If Jones does return, Ridley is still a WR1. If 
Julio's plays and reports are favorable, he is a WR1 as well. Gage hit pay dirt for the 3rd time this season last week and is a flex play against the Chiefs. 

1 Stefon Diggs @NE 46 -7 YES
Stephon 
Gilmore RUN

Diggs looks as if he is trending to play; if he does, he is a WR1 that finished as the WR26 in his last matchup with the Patriots. Beasley is a worthy flex play in this matchup 
but didn't finish well in his previous meeting with the Patriots with 2/24/0. If John Brown returns, he would be a perilous flex play against the Patriots. Davis could get work, 
but he is not a confident start for a fantasy finals game. 

1 Allen Robinson @JAC 47 -7.5 YES Greg Mabin
Allen is in a plus draw against a yard yielding Jags defense ranked 32nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). The Bears may get ahead like last week and ride the game 
through Montgomery, but nonetheless, Robinson is a WR1/2 option this week. Although Mooney hit paydirt last week, he is simply a fringe-flex play this week. Miller is a 
sit. 

1 Justin Jefferson @NO 52 7 YES
Marshon 
Lattimore

Thielen is the WR11 for the year with 771/13 receiving, and Jefferson is the WR8 with 1182/7 receiving. Thielen has been a little more volatile this season with six top-12 
finishes, one 12-24 finish, and six below 36 finish. So basically, you are 50/50 on booms or busts. This week he has a capable but more challenging CB matchup with Janoris 
Jenkins (PFF grade of 73.8), who he sees on potentially 46% of his routes. The other 54% will go to less formidable matchups. Jefferson will run potentially 42% of his routes 
against Marshon Lattimore (PFF grade of 52) and 25% against Janoris Jenkins. This would be potentially 75% of his routes vs. less formidable CBs vs. 54% for Thielen. Both 
have the upside potential, but possibly not both at the same time. Jefferson is a WR2/1 this week, and so is Thielen, but underneath Jefferson. Chad Beebe, Olabisi Johnson 
would dart throws one game DFS plays.  

1 Brandon Aiyuk @ARI 49 5 YES Dre Kirkpatrick
Aiyuk is an opportunity-driven WR2/1 this week with minimal receiving options unless Kittle returns. The Niners may find themselves in a negative game script as five-point 
dogs. Aiyuk has finished (6), (13), (14), (10), (6) in the last five games. Bourne and James could get work in this game, but hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Both are fringe 
flex plays. 

1 Adam Thielen @NO 52 7 YES Janoris Jenkins

Thielen is the WR11 for the year with 771/13 receiving, and Jefferson is the WR8 with 1182/7 receiving. Thielen has been a little more volatile this season with six top-12 
finishes, one 12-24 finish, and six below 36 finish. So basically, you are 50/50 on booms or busts. This week he has a capable but more challenging CB matchup with Janoris 
Jenkins (PFF grade of 73.8), who he sees on potentially 46% of his routes. The other 54% will go to less formidable matchups. Jefferson will run potentially 42% of his routes 
against Marshon Lattimore (PFF grade of 52) and 25% against Janoris Jenkins. This would be potentially 75% of his routes vs. less formidable CBs vs. 54% for Thielen. Both 
have the upside potential, but possibly not both at the same time. Jefferson is a WR2/1 this week, and so is Thielen, but underneath Jefferson. Chad Beebe, Olabisi Johnson 
would dart throws one game DFS plays.  

1 DK Metcalf LA 47.5 -1
Darious 
Williams

Metcalf was facing mostly Ramsey last time against the Rams and finished as the WR67 in week 10. You are starting him in your fantasy finals, but temper expectations this 
week. He is a WR2 to flex play this week, even though it sounds ridiculous. Lockett has the softer CB matchup and finished as the WR31 in the last meeting with the Rams. 
He is a flex play this week. Moore is a sit. 

1 Robert Woods @SEA 47.5 1 Shaquill Griffin

Woods has been the most consistent this year with the Rams and has finished (3), (24), (20), (57), (7) in his last five games. This game sets up as a possible defensive battle 
with the Seahawks, and although it could turn into a shootout, you might want to temper expectations if it doesn't. Woods finished as the WR47 in their last matchup and is 
a low-end WR2 this week. Kupp finished as the WR38 in their previous matchup and is a flex option this week. Reynolds is a boom or bust guy that is a sit, but he did have 
the best game amongst this trio against the Seahawks last with 8/94/0 as the WR18 for the week. 
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2 Terry McLaurin CAR 44.5 -2
Donte 

Jackson
McLaurin has probably let fantasy owners down, including me, in recent weeks. However, he did have a quality 7/77/0 last week against the Seahawks. This game against 
the Panthers is hopefully a bounce back spot for him against a 26th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). McLaurin is a WR2 with upside. Sims and Wright are sits. 

2 Mike Evans @DET 54 -9.5 Mike Ford

This week the Bucs get the Lions ranked 31st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), and the Bucs are 9 point favorites. This game is a plus matchup for this trio, although 
Evans has the slightly more challenging CB matchup against Mike Ford (PFF grade of 78.8) on potentially 32% of his routes, nothing to overly worry about, as he is still a 
WR2/1. Evans finished as the WR19 last week, Godwin the WR27, and Brown got a big touchdown at the end, which saved his day for a WR9 finish. Evans and Godwin are 
WR2's, and Brown is a high-end flex option. The only threat to them is if Fournette scores multiple TDs in this possible positive game script. 

2 Chris Godwin @DET 54 -9.5 Justin Coleman

This week the Bucs get the Lions ranked 31st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), and the Bucs are 9 point favorites. This game is a plus matchup for this trio, although 
Evans has the slightly more challenging CB matchup against Mike Ford (PFF grade of 78.8) on potentially 32% of his routes, nothing to overly worry about, as he is still a 
WR2/1. Evans finished as the WR19 last week, Godwin the WR27, and Brown got a big touchdown at the end, which saved his day for a WR9 finish. Evans and Godwin are 
WR2's, and Brown is a high-end flex option. The only threat to them is if Fournette scores multiple TDs in this possible positive game script. 

2 Keenan Allen DEN 49 -3 YES Will Parks RUN
Keenan "Play Me" Allen is a bonafide WR1 if his hamstring is healed up and ready to go against the Broncos. If there is an indication there is uncertainty surrounding him, 
you can pivot, but I imagine he suits up and is fine this week if he is a go. Williams is a boom or bust option in a plus matchup, but not worth risking a fantasy finals start 
over. Williams does have opportunity, though, with less challenging CB matchups in this affair.  Guyton is a sit. 

2 Diontae Johnson IND 45 1.5 Xavier Rhodes

It was good to see Johnson pre-game mentally prepping for the game, which showed as he caught 8 of 13 targets for 8/59/1 on 97 air yards. Johnson does get a tough 
Xavier Rhodes this week, but I would still place him as a WR2 in a tough matchup with the Colts. Smith-Schuster is a risky flex option going up against a Stout defense. 
Claypool, who runs a 4.42, gets the softest CB matchup with Rock-Ya-Sin (PFF grade of 48.7, runs a 4.51) and is also a flex option but could get more production. I would say 
I like Johnson, Claypool, then JuJu in that order for this particular affair. 

2 Marvin Jones Jr. TB 54 9.5 YES Carlton Davis
Jones is an opportunity-driven WR2 going up against the Bucs in a possible negative game script as 9 point dogs. Jones finished with 10/112/1 with 132 air yards last week 
and as the WR3. He is a quality start for your fantasy finals. Amendola could see usage here based on the game script as well, but he has not done well enough this year to 
warrant you confidently starting him in your flex spot. Amendola is a fringe flex play, and Cephus is a sit. 

2 Corey Davis @GB 56 3.5 YES Jaire Alexander
Brown will be facing off against a more challenging CBs in Jaire Alexander and Kevin King, but in a possible high scoring game, he is a shoo-in WR1 with upside. Davis may 
face off against Jaire more than Brown, but he is a consistent flex option weekly with opportunity in this game. His last six fantasy finishes are (30), (21), (45), (1), (85), (8). 
Davis is a viable flex this week. 

2 Emmanuel Sanders MIN 52 -7 YES Chris Jones

Sanders is in a prime matchup sans Thomas and possibly without Smith this week against the Vikings in a potential bounce-back spot for the Saints. Sanders should get WR2 
treatment based on opportunity alone. He finished as the WR37 last week with 4/76/0 against the Saints. If you have him because you picked him up via Thomas's exit, he is 
a viable option for your fantasy finals. Smith doesn't look as if he will be playing this week. Michael Burton went 1/9/0, Lil'Jordan Humphrey went 2/29/1, Juwan Johnson 
went 0/0, and Tommy Lee Lewis went 0/0. All four of these players are shot in the dark one game DFS plays. Or Harris if he plays. Marques Callaway may make his return 
this week, and if he plays, he will also be a sneaky DFS option. 

2 Amari Cooper PHI 49.5 2.5 YES
Michael 

Jacquet III
PASS

Cooper has been the most reliable out of this group, even though he had a dud last week. I would pencil him in as a WR2 this week with upside if the Eagles CB's don't get 
healthy in time. Lamb is also a flex option this week and finished as the WR29 last week even though he has slipped off the radar. Gallup hit paydirt last week, but he is a sit. 

2 Jarvis Landry @NYJ 47.5 -9.5 YES Javelin Guidry PASS

Landry has finished (3), (15), (36), (13) in his last four games. He is a WR2 to flex option this week, but as 9.5 point favorites, they can also ride the game through Chubb. The 
Jets are a pass funnel team, though, it bodes well for this receiving squad. Landry has the tougher CB matchup in the slot against Javelin Guidry (PFF grade of 71) on 
potentially 53% of his routes. Higgins could get work here and be a quality fill-in, but still hard to trust for your finals. He is a fringe-flex play, and the Peoples-Jones is a DFS 
one-game slate dart throw that could also score. 

2 Brandin Cooks CIN 46 -8
WILLIAM 
JACKSON

Cooks has tapered off lately but was out week 14 and had to play against Xavier Rhodes last week. This game against the Bengals is a potential bounce-back spot for him, 
but he does have the more challenging CB in William Jackson (PFF grade of 72). The Bengals overall, though, are a 27th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Cooks 
is a WR2, Coutee has finished (8), (47), (26) in his last three games and is a flex option this week. Hansen is a potential flex option as well, although riskier. 

2 DJ Moore @WAS 44.5 2 Kendall Fuller
The Washington defense is a downgrade for this trio as they held Lockett and Metcalf last week and are ranked 2nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Samuel gets 
the softest matchup out of this crew and is a viable flex option with passes possibly funneling to him. Anderson and Moore are low-end WR2's to flex options this week, 
mostly lining up with Kendall Fuller and Ronald Darby. 

F Cooper Kupp @SEA 47.5 1 Ugo Amadi

Woods has been the most consistent this year with the Rams and has finished (3), (24), (20), (57), (7) in his last five games. This game sets up as a possible defensive battle 
with the Seahawks, and although it could turn into a shootout, you might want to temper expectations if it doesn't. Woods finished as the WR47 in their last matchup and is 
a low-end WR2 this week. Kupp finished as the WR38 in their previous matchup and is a flex option this week. Reynolds is a boom or bust guy that is a sit, but he did have 
the best game amongst this trio against the Seahawks last with 8/94/0 as the WR18 for the week. 
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F Tyler Lockett LA 47.5 -1 Troy Hill
Metcalf was facing mostly Ramsey last time against the Rams and finished as the WR67 in week 10. You are starting him in your fantasy finals, but temper expectations this 
week. He is a WR2 to flex play this week, even though it sounds ridiculous. Lockett has the softer CB matchup and finished as the WR31 in the last meeting with the Rams. 
He is a flex play this week. Moore is a sit. 

F Robby Anderson @WAS 44.5 2 Ronald Darby
The Washington defense is a downgrade for this trio as they held Lockett and Metcalf last week and are ranked 2nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Samuel gets 
the softest matchup out of this crew and is a viable flex option with passes possibly funneling to him. Anderson and Moore are low-end WR2's to flex options this week, 
mostly lining up with Kendall Fuller and Ronald Darby. 

F KeKe Coutee @HOU 46 -8
Mackensie 
Alexander

Cooks has tapered off lately but was out week 14 and had to play against Xavier Rhodes last week. This game against the Bengals is a potential bounce-back spot for him, 
but he does have the more challenging CB in William Jackson (PFF grade of 72). The Bengals overall, though, are a 27th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Cooks 
is a WR2, Coutee has finished (8), (47), (26) in his last three games and is a flex option this week. Hansen is a potential flex option as well, although riskier. 

F Cole Beasley @NE 46 -7
Jonathan 

Jones RUN
Diggs looks as if he is trending to play; if he does, he is a WR1 that finished as the WR26 in his last matchup with the Patriots. Beasley is a worthy flex play in this matchup 
but didn't finish well in his previous meeting with the Patriots with 2/24/0. If John Brown returns, he would be a perilous flex play against the Patriots. Davis could get work, 
but he is not a confident start for a fantasy finals game. 

F Antonio Brown @DET 54 -9.5
Amani 

Oruwariye

This week the Bucs get the Lions ranked 31st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), and the Bucs are 9 point favorites. This game is a plus matchup for this trio, although 
Evans has the slightly more challenging CB matchup against Mike Ford (PFF grade of 78.8) on potentially 32% of his routes, nothing to overly worry about, as he is still a 
WR2/1. Evans finished as the WR19 last week, Godwin the WR27, and Brown got a big touchdown at the end, which saved his day for a WR9 finish. Evans and Godwin are 
WR2's, and Brown is a high-end flex option. The only threat to them is if Fournette scores multiple TDs in this possible positive game script. 

F TY Hilton @PIT 45 -1.5 Joe Haden
Hilton went 4/71/0 last week and finished as the WR41. In his previous three games, he was (17), (6), (5). I believe this is a tougher matchup for the Colts in a possible 
defensive game against a Steelers team that is coming off three losses straight and are ranked 1st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Hilton is a flex option this week. 
Pittman is a sit as he hasn't done much fantasy production since week eleven. Pascal had two touchdowns last week, but he is a sit as well. 

F Chase Claypool IND 45 1.5 Rock Ya-Sin

It was good to see Johnson pre-game mentally prepping for the game, which showed as he caught 8 of 13 targets for 8/59/1 on 97 air yards. Johnson does get a tough 
Xavier Rhodes this week, but I would still place him as a WR2 in a tough matchup with the Colts. Smith-Schuster is a risky flex option going up against a Stout defense. 
Claypool, who runs a 4.42, gets the softest CB matchup with Rock-Ya-Sin (PFF grade of 48.7, runs a 4.51) and is also a flex option but could get more production. I would say 
I like Johnson, Claypool, then JuJu in that order for this particular affair. 

F DeVante Parker @LV 47.5 -3 Keisean Nixon
Parker and Grant have gotten in limited practice and look on pace to play. If they don't, Bowden is a high-end flex option. If they do play, Parker is a hard to trust flex to 
WR2 option in a plus matchup with the yard yielding Raiders team who rank 21st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), although these two connected in week eleven's 
Denver game. Grant is a sit, and Bowden becomes a fringe-flex play if both Parker and Gesicki play, but he still could get production. 

F Jamison Crowder CLE 47.5 9.5 Kevin Johnson
Crowder is a risky flex with upside this week in a plus matchup with the Browns. If the Jets play anything like they did last week, it will be suitable for this crew. Crowder gets 
the softer CB matchup this week against Kevin Johnson (PFF grade of 53.2). Although Perriman and Mims could get production, they are not wise fantasy final starts. Better 
for one game DFS plays. 

F Ceedee Lamb PHI 49.5 2.5 Nickell Robey PASS
Cooper has been the most reliable out of this group, even though he had a dud last week. I would pencil him in as a WR2 this week with upside if the Eagles CB's don't get 
healthy in time. Lamb is also a flex option this week and finished as the WR29 last week even though he has slipped off the radar. Gallup hit paydirt last week, but he is a sit. 

F JuJu Smith-Schuster IND 45 1.5 Kenny Moore II

It was good to see Johnson pre-game mentally prepping for the game, which showed as he caught 8 of 13 targets for 8/59/1 on 97 air yards. Johnson does get a tough 
Xavier Rhodes this week, but I would still place him as a WR2 in a tough matchup with the Colts. Smith-Schuster is a risky flex option going up against a Stout defense. 
Claypool, who runs a 4.42, gets the softest CB matchup with Rock-Ya-Sin (PFF grade of 48.7, runs a 4.51) and is also a flex option but could get more production. I would say 
I like Johnson, Claypool, then JuJu in that order for this particular affair. 

F Tee Higgins @HOU 46 8 Keion Crossen
These receivers have room for production against the Texans but are still hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Boyd hasn't practiced yet this week, and if he is cleared to 
play, he is a risky flex play. If he doesn't play, then Higgins should get more work and is a flex option with room for more against the Texans. Yes, it's possible Green gets 
production with Boyd out, but are you going to play him on a fantasy finals team? 

F Marquise Brown NYG 45 -11
JAMES 

BRADBERRY
Bradberry will more than likely be back this week, which downgrades Brown to a low-end flex to fringe flex play. Bryant and Snead are sits. 

F Curtis Samuel @WAS 44.5 -2
Jimmy 

Moreland

The Washington defense is a downgrade for this trio as they held Lockett and Metcalf last week and are ranked 2nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Samuel gets 
the softest matchup out of this crew and is a viable flex option with passes possibly funneling to him. Anderson and Moore are low-end WR2's to flex options this week, 
mostly lining up with Kendall Fuller and Ronald Darby. 
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F Russell Gage @KC 54 10.5
Bashaud 
Breeland

Ridley is a WR1 this week in a possible negative game script as 10 point dogs against the Chiefs. Start Ridley with confidence. If Jones does return, Ridley is still a WR1. If 
Julio's plays and reports are favorable, he is a WR1 as well. Gage hit pay dirt for the 3rd time this season last week and is a flex play against the Chiefs. 

F Chad Hansen CIN 46 -8 Darius Phillips
Cooks has tapered off lately but was out week 14 and had to play against Xavier Rhodes last week. This game against the Bengals is a potential bounce-back spot for him, 
but he does have the more challenging CB in William Jackson (PFF grade of 72). The Bengals overall, though, are a 27th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Cooks 
is a WR2, Coutee has finished (8), (47), (26) in his last three games and is a flex option this week. Hansen is a potential flex option as well, although riskier. 

F Tim Patrick @LAC 49 3 Michael Davis
This game is a plus matchup for this crew, but Lock's inconsistency brings them all down. Patrick is a risky flex option for your fantasy finals and probably a shy away. Jeudy 
and Hamler are both sits. If Lock does show up, it will, of course, bode well for at least one of these receivers and Fant. 

F Nelson Agholor MIA 47.5 3 Xavien Howard RUN
Agholor got beat up in this last matchup with the Chargers and has been the safest receiver on this team, but I would temper expectations this week against a Fins team 
hoping to become playoff bound. Agholor is a low-end flex play this week, and Renfrow is a sit. Ruggs may return this week, but that is still uncertain. Even if he does, he is a 
sit for this matchup. Renfrow does have the softer CB matchup against Nik Needham. 

F Tyler Boyd @HOU 46 8 Eric Murray
These receivers have room for production against the Texans but are still hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Boyd hasn't practiced yet this week, and if he is cleared to 
play, he is a risky flex play. If he doesn't play, then Higgins should get more work and is a flex option with room for more against the Texans. Yes, it's possible Green gets 
production with Boyd out, but are you going to play him on a fantasy finals team? 

F John Brown @NE 46 -7 RUN
Diggs looks as if he is trending to play; if he does, he is a WR1 that finished as the WR26 in his last matchup with the Patriots. Beasley is a worthy flex play in this matchup 
but didn't finish well in his previous meeting with the Patriots with 2/24/0. If John Brown returns, he would be a perilous flex play against the Patriots. Davis could get work, 
but he is not a confident start for a fantasy finals game. 

f Rashard Higgins @NYJ 47.5 -9.5 Bryce Hall PASS

Landry has finished (3), (15), (36), (13) in his last four games. He is a WR2 to flex option this week, but as 9.5 point favorites, they can also ride the game through Chubb. The 
Jets are a pass funnel team, though, it bodes well for this receiving squad. Landry has the tougher CB matchup in the slot against Javelin Guidry (PFF grade of 71) on 
potentially 53% of his routes. Higgins could get work here and be a quality fill-in, but still hard to trust for your finals. He is a fringe-flex play, and the Peoples-Jones is a DFS 
one-game slate dart throw that could also score. 

f Jakobi Meyers BUF 46 7
Taron 

Johnson
I like Meyers, and he has performed well throughout the year, but not consistently with Cam. Meyers went 7/111/0 last week, but his previous four games were duds. 
Meyers could be a sneaky fill-in, but he is a fringe flex play for the fantasy finals. Byrd and Harry are sits. 

f Lynn Bowden @LV 47.5 -3
Parker and Grant have gotten in limited practice and look on pace to play. If they don't, Bowden is a high-end flex option. If they do play, Parker is a hard to trust flex to 
WR2 option in a plus matchup with the yard yielding Raiders team who rank 21st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), although these two connected in week eleven's 
Denver game. Grant is a sit, and Bowden becomes a fringe-flex play if both Parker and Gesicki play, but he still could get production. 

f Sterling Shepard @BAL 45 11
Marlon 

Humphrey

Sterling and Slayton received generous targets against a yard yielding Browns, but with Colt at the helm, they didn't produce much with them. Shepard finished 4/51/0 as 
the WR55 and Slayton 4/74 for WR34. This matchup is a downgrade for them anyway. If Jones returns, they are both flex risky flex options. Otherwise, they are fringe-flex 
plays with Tate being a sit. 

f Allen Lazard TEN 56 -3.5
Desmond King 

II
PASS

Adams had one of his few low scoring games last week; hopefully, you made it out of Week 15 unscathed, I indeed didn't. Adams should return to WR1 status with upside in 
a possible high scoring game with the Titans, who are a pass funnel defense and rank 30th in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). MVS is a boom or bust fringe flex option 
that could score, but not worth the risk in your fantasy finals. Lazard is a sit as well. 

f Marquez Valdes-
Scantling

TEN 56 -3.5 Tye Smith PASS
Adams had one of his few low scoring games last week; hopefully, you made it out of Week 15 unscathed, I indeed didn't. Adams should return to WR1 status with upside in 
a possible high scoring game with the Titans, who are a pass funnel defense and rank 30th in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). MVS is a boom or bust fringe flex option 
that could score, but not worth the risk in your fantasy finals. Lazard is a sit as well. 

f DJ Chark CHI 47 7.5 Kindle Vildor
None of these players are viable starts for your fantasy playoffs. Shenault has been the most consistent recently with finishes of (25), (38), (47), but he would only be a 
fringe-flex play. 

f Laviska Shenault CHI 47 7.5 Kyle Fuller
None of these players are viable starts for your fantasy playoffs. Shenault has been the most consistent recently with finishes of (25), (38), (47), but he would only be a 
fringe-flex play. 
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f Keelan Cole CHI 47 7.5 Duke Shelley
None of these players are viable starts for your fantasy playoffs. Shenault has been the most consistent recently with finishes of (25), (38), (47), but he would only be a 
fringe-flex play. 

f Darnell Mooney @JAC 47 -7.5 Tre Herndon
Allen is in a plus draw against a yard yielding Jags defense ranked 32nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). The Bears may get ahead like last week and ride the game 
through Montgomery, but nonetheless, Robinson is a WR1/2 option this week. Although Mooney hit paydirt last week, he is simply a fringe-flex play this week. Miller is a 
sit. 

f Gabriel Davis @NE 46 -7 J.C. Jackson RUN
Diggs looks as if he is trending to play; if he does, he is a WR1 that finished as the WR26 in his last matchup with the Patriots. Beasley is a worthy flex play in this matchup 
but didn't finish well in his previous meeting with the Patriots with 2/24/0. If John Brown returns, he would be a perilous flex play against the Patriots. Davis could get work, 
but he is not a confident start for a fantasy finals game. 

f Sammy Watkins ATL 54 -10.5 A.J. Terrell PASS
You are starting Hill as your bonafide WR1. He gets a plus matchup with the Falcons here and has upside. Watkins is a fringe-flex play that could get work, but he is behind 
Kelce and Hill for production. Robinson is a boom or bust fringe-flex play with a softer CB matchup, but probably not worth the risk of a fantasy finals play. Utilize him for 
one game DFS plays. Hardman always has a chance to score, as does any with Mahomes, but he is a sit. 

f Mike Williams DEN 49 -3
Michael 

Ojemudia
RUN

Keenan "Play Me" Allen is a bonafide WR1 if his hamstring is healed up and ready to go against the Broncos. If there is an indication there is uncertainty surrounding him, 
you can pivot, but I imagine he suits up and is fine this week if he is a go. Williams is a boom or bust option in a plus matchup, but not worth risking a fantasy finals start 
over. Williams does have opportunity, though, with less challenging CB matchups in this affair.  Guyton is a sit. 

f Richie James @ARI 49 5
Patrick 

Peterson

Aiyuk is an opportunity-driven WR2/1 this week with minimal receiving options unless Kittle returns. The Niners may find themselves in a negative game script as five-point 
dogs. Aiyuk has finished (6), (13), (14), (10), (6) in the last five games. Bourne and James could get work in this game, but hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Both are fringe 
flex plays. 

f Danny Amendola TB 54 9.5 Sean Murphy-
Bunting

Jones is an opportunity-driven WR2 going up against the Bucs in a possible negative game script as 9 point dogs. Jones finished with 10/112/1 with 132 air yards last week 
and as the WR3. He is a quality start for your fantasy finals. Amendola could see usage here based on the game script as well, but he has not done well enough this year to 
warrant you confidently starting him in your flex spot. Amendola is a fringe flex play, and Cephus is a sit. 

f Darius Slayton @BAL 45 11
Anthony 
Averett

Sterling and Slayton received generous targets against a yard yielding Browns, but with Colt at the helm, they didn't produce much with them. Shepard finished 4/51/0 as 
the WR55 and Slayton 4/74 for WR34. This matchup is a downgrade for them anyway. If Jones returns, they are both flex risky flex options. Otherwise, they are fringe-flex 
plays with Tate being a sit. 

f Greg Ward @DAL 49.5 -2.5 Jourdan Lewis
Hurts basically used everybody in the last game, although Ward got two touchdowns. It's hard to place who to trust out of this group. For now, everyone is a fringe-flex 
start. 

f Alshon Jeffrey @DAL 49.5 -2.5 Trevon Diggs
Hurts basically used everybody in the last game, although Ward got two touchdowns. It's hard to place who to trust out of this group. For now, everyone is a fringe-flex 
start. 

f Jalen Reagor @DAL 49.5 -2.5
Chidobe 
Awuzie

Hurts basically used everybody in the last game, although Ward got two touchdowns. It's hard to place who to trust out of this group. For now, everyone is a fringe-flex 
start. 

f Demarcus Robinson ATL 54 -10.5
Kendall 
Sheffield

PASS
You are starting Hill as your bonafide WR1. He gets a plus matchup with the Falcons here and has upside. Watkins is a fringe-flex play that could get work, but he is behind 
Kelce and Hill for production. Robinson is a boom or bust fringe-flex play with a softer CB matchup, but probably not worth the risk of a fantasy finals play. Utilize him for 
one game DFS plays. Hardman always has a chance to score, as does any with Mahomes, but he is a sit. 

B Donovan Peoples-
Jones

@NYJ 47.5 -9.5
Blessuan 

Austin
PASS

Landry has finished (3), (15), (36), (13) in his last four games. He is a WR2 to flex option this week, but as 9.5 point favorites, they can also ride the game through Chubb. The 
Jets are a pass funnel team, though, it bodes well for this receiving squad. Landry has the tougher CB matchup in the slot against Javelin Guidry (PFF grade of 71) on 
potentially 53% of his routes. Higgins could get work here and be a quality fill-in, but still hard to trust for your finals. He is a fringe-flex play, and the Peoples-Jones is a DFS 
one-game slate dart throw that could also score. 

B Kendrick Bourne @ARI 49 5 Byron Murphy
Aiyuk is an opportunity-driven WR2/1 this week with minimal receiving options unless Kittle returns. The Niners may find themselves in a negative game script as five-point 
dogs. Aiyuk has finished (6), (13), (14), (10), (6) in the last five games. Bourne and James could get work in this game, but hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Both are fringe 
flex plays. 
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B Hunter Renfrow MIA 47.5 3 Nik Needham RUN
Agholor got beat up in this last matchup with the Chargers and has been the safest receiver on this team, but I would temper expectations this week against a Fins team 
hoping to become playoff bound. Agholor is a low-end flex play this week, and Renfrow is a sit. Ruggs may return this week, but that is still uncertain. Even if he does, he is a 
sit for this matchup. Renfrow does have the softer CB matchup against Nik Needham. 

B Josh Reynolds @SEA 47.5 1 D.J. Reed Jr.

Woods has been the most consistent this year with the Rams and has finished (3), (24), (20), (57), (7) in his last five games. This game sets up as a possible defensive battle 
with the Seahawks, and although it could turn into a shootout, you might want to temper expectations if it doesn't. Woods finished as the WR47 in their last matchup and is 
a low-end WR2 this week. Kupp finished as the WR38 in their previous matchup and is a flex option this week. Reynolds is a boom or bust guy that is a sit, but he did have 
the best game amongst this trio against the Seahawks last with 8/94/0 as the WR18 for the week. 

B KJ Hamler @LAC 49 3 Chris Harris Jr.
This game is a plus matchup for this crew, but Lock's inconsistency brings them all down. Patrick is a risky flex option for your fantasy finals and probably a shy away. Jeudy 
and Hamler are both sits. If Lock does show up, it will, of course, bode well for at least one of these receivers and Fant. 

B AJ Green @HOU 46 8
Vernon 

Hargreaves

These receivers have room for production against the Texans but are still hard to trust for your fantasy finals. Boyd hasn't practiced yet this week, and if he is cleared to 
play, he is a risky flex play. If he doesn't play, then Higgins should get more work and is a flex option with room for more against the Texans. Yes, it's possible Green gets 
production with Boyd out, but are you going to play him on a fantasy finals team? 

B Golden Tate @BAL 45 11
Tramon 
Williams

Sterling and Slayton received generous targets against a yard yielding Browns, but with Colt at the helm, they didn't produce much with them. Shepard finished 4/51/0 as 
the WR55 and Slayton 4/74 for WR34. This matchup is a downgrade for them anyway. If Jones returns, they are both flex risky flex options. Otherwise, they are fringe-flex 
plays with Tate being a sit. 

B Breshad Perriman CLE 47.5 9.5
Terrance 
Mitchell

Crowder is a risky flex with upside this week in a plus matchup with the Browns. If the Jets play anything like they did last week, it will be suitable for this crew. Crowder gets 
the softer CB matchup this week against Kevin Johnson (PFF grade of 53.2). Although Perriman and Mims could get production, they are not wise fantasy final starts. Better 
for one game DFS plays. 

B Christian Kirk SF 49 -5
Richard 
Sherman

If you had Hopkins last week, you probably are in the fantasy finals as he clobbered the CB-less Eagles (expectedly) for 9/169/1 and finished as the WR2. Hopkins is a WR1 
that I don't imagine you are sitting for the finals. I wouldn't expect a top-two finish since he will be guarded by a starting CB this time in Ahkello Witherspoon. I would be 
expecting more out of Kirk based on the Eagles limited backfield, but much ado about nothing. Kirk and Fitz (even though he scored) are sits for your fantasy finals. 

B Michael Pittman @PIT 45 -1.5 Steven Nelson
Hilton went 4/71/0 last week and finished as the WR41. In his previous three games, he was (17), (6), (5). I believe this is a tougher matchup for the Colts in a possible 
defensive game against a Steelers team that is coming off three losses straight and are ranked 1st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Hilton is a flex option this week. 
Pittman is a sit as he hasn't done much fantasy production since week eleven. Pascal had two touchdowns last week, but he is a sit as well. 

B Jerry Jeudy @LAC 49 3
Casey Hayward 

Jr
This game is a plus matchup for this crew, but Lock's inconsistency brings them all down. Patrick is a risky flex option for your fantasy finals and probably a shy away. Jeudy 
and Hamler are both sits. If Lock does show up, it will, of course, bode well for at least one of these receivers and Fant. 

B David Moore LA 47.5 -1 Jalen Ramsey
Metcalf was facing mostly Ramsey last time against the Rams and finished as the WR67 in week 10. You are starting him in your fantasy finals, but temper expectations this 
week. He is a WR2 to flex play this week, even though it sounds ridiculous. Lockett has the softer CB matchup and finished as the WR31 in the last meeting with the Rams. 
He is a flex play this week. Moore is a sit. 

B Anthony Miller @JAC 47 -7.5
Allen is in a plus draw against a yard yielding Jags defense ranked 32nd in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). The Bears may get ahead like last week and ride the game 
through Montgomery, but nonetheless, Robinson is a WR1/2 option this week. Although Mooney hit paydirt last week, he is simply a fringe-flex play this week. Miller is a 
sit. 

B Damiere Byrd BUF 46 7 Levi Wallace I like Meyers, and he has performed well throughout the year, but not consistently with Cam. Meyers went 7/111/0 last week, but his previous four games were duds. 
Meyers could be a sneaky fill-in, but he is a fringe flex play for the fantasy finals. Byrd and Harry are sits. 

B Travis Fulgham @DAL 49.5 -2.5
Hurts basically used everybody in the last game, although Ward got two touchdowns. It's hard to place who to trust out of this group. For now, everyone is a fringe-flex 
start. 

B Henry Ruggs MIA 47.5 3 RUN
Agholor got beat up in this last matchup with the Chargers and has been the safest receiver on this team, but I would temper expectations this week against a Fins team 
hoping to become playoff bound. Agholor is a low-end flex play this week, and Renfrow is a sit. Ruggs may return this week, but that is still uncertain. Even if he does, he is a 
sit for this matchup. Renfrow does have the softer CB matchup against Nik Needham. 
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B Michael Gallup PHI 49.5 2.5
Kevon 

Seymour
PASS

Cooper has been the most reliable out of this group, even though he had a dud last week. I would pencil him in as a WR2 this week with upside if the Eagles CB's don't get 
healthy in time. Lamb is also a flex option this week and finished as the WR29 last week even though he has slipped off the radar. Gallup hit paydirt last week, but he is a sit. 

B Cam Sims CAR 44.5 -2 Troy Pride Jr. McLaurin has probably let fantasy owners down, including me, in recent weeks. However, he did have a quality 7/77/0 last week against the Seahawks. This game against 
the Panthers is hopefully a bounce back spot for him against a 26th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). McLaurin is a WR2 with upside. Sims and Wright are sits. 

B Mecole Hardman ATL 54 -10.5 PASS
You are starting Hill as your bonafide WR1. He gets a plus matchup with the Falcons here and has upside. Watkins is a fringe-flex play that could get work, but he is behind 
Kelce and Hill for production. Robinson is a boom or bust fringe-flex play with a softer CB matchup, but probably not worth the risk of a fantasy finals play. Utilize him for 
one game DFS plays. Hardman always has a chance to score, as does any with Mahomes, but he is a sit. 

B Jalen Guyton DEN 49 -3
De'Vante 

Bausby
RUN

Keenan "Play Me" Allen is a bonafide WR1 if his hamstring is healed up and ready to go against the Broncos. If there is an indication there is uncertainty surrounding him, 
you can pivot, but I imagine he suits up and is fine this week if he is a go. Williams is a boom or bust option in a plus matchup, but not worth risking a fantasy finals start 
over. Williams does have opportunity, though, with less challenging CB matchups in this affair.  Guyton is a sit. 

B Jakeem Grant @LV 47.5 -3
Parker and Grant have gotten in limited practice and look on pace to play. If they don't, Bowden is a high-end flex option. If they do play, Parker is a hard to trust flex to 
WR2 option in a plus matchup with the yard yielding Raiders team who rank 21st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO), although these two connected in week eleven's 
Denver game. Grant is a sit, and Bowden becomes a fringe-flex play if both Parker and Gesicki play, but he still could get production. 

B N'Keal Harry BUF 46 7
Tre'Davious 

White
I like Meyers, and he has performed well throughout the year, but not consistently with Cam. Meyers went 7/111/0 last week, but his previous four games were duds. 
Meyers could be a sneaky fill-in, but he is a fringe flex play for the fantasy finals. Byrd and Harry are sits. 

B Denzel Mims CLE 47.5 9.5 Denzel Ward
Crowder is a risky flex with upside this week in a plus matchup with the Browns. If the Jets play anything like they did last week, it will be suitable for this crew. Crowder gets 
the softer CB matchup this week against Kevin Johnson (PFF grade of 53.2). Although Perriman and Mims could get production, they are not wise fantasy final starts. Better 
for one game DFS plays. 

B Zach Pascal @PIT 45 -1.5 Mike Hilton
Hilton went 4/71/0 last week and finished as the WR41. In his previous three games, he was (17), (6), (5). I believe this is a tougher matchup for the Colts in a possible 
defensive game against a Steelers team that is coming off three losses straight and are ranked 1st in pass defense DVOA (according to FO). Hilton is a flex option this week. 
Pittman is a sit as he hasn't done much fantasy production since week eleven. Pascal had two touchdowns last week, but he is a sit as well. 

B Larry Fitzgerald SF 49 -5
K'Waun 
Williams

If you had Hopkins last week, you probably are in the fantasy finals as he clobbered the CB-less Eagles (expectedly) for 9/169/1 and finished as the WR2. Hopkins is a WR1 
that I don't imagine you are sitting for the finals. I wouldn't expect a top-two finish since he will be guarded by a starting CB this time in Ahkello Witherspoon. I would be 
expecting more out of Kirk based on the Eagles limited backfield, but much ado about nothing. Kirk and Fitz (even though he scored) are sits for your fantasy finals. 

B Dez Bryant NYG 45 -11 Isaac Yiadom Bradberry will more than likely be back this week, which downgrades Brown to a low-end flex to fringe flex play. Bryant and Snead are sits. 

B Willie Snead NYG 45 -11 Jabrill Peppers Bradberry will more than likely be back this week, which downgrades Brown to a low-end flex to fringe flex play. Bryant and Snead are sits. 

B Quintez Cephus TB 54 -9.5
Jones is an opportunity-driven WR2 going up against the Bucs in a possible negative game script as 9 point dogs. Jones finished with 10/112/1 with 132 air yards last week 
and as the WR3. He is a quality start for your fantasy finals. Amendola could see usage here based on the game script as well, but he has not done well enough this year to 
warrant you confidently starting him in your flex spot. Amendola is a fringe flex play, and Cephus is a sit. 

B Isaiah Wright CAR 44.5 -2 Jeremy Chinn McLaurin has probably let fantasy owners down, including me, in recent weeks. However, he did have a quality 7/77/0 last week against the Seahawks. This game against 
the Panthers is hopefully a bounce back spot for him against a 26th ranked pass defense DVOA (according to FO). McLaurin is a WR2 with upside. Sims and Wright are sits. 


